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METHOD OF MATCHING PERFORMANCE OF COMPRESSOR SYSTEMS
WITH THAT OF AIRCRAFT POWER SECTIONS

By ROBERTO. BULLOCK.ROBEm C. KEETCH, and JABONJ. MOSHS

SUMMARY

.4 method is dereloped of eam”ly determining the performance
t>fa compressor system relah”re to that of the pmrer section for’ a
giren altitude. Because compre880rs, refl”prorating engines,
and tw$ines are essentia[iy jlow derices, the performance of
each ~f these power-plant components i8 pre~ented in term8 of
similar dimen&mle8s ratios. The pressure and temperature
change$ rew[iing from restriction of the charge-air jlow and
from heat transfer in the ducts connecting the components of
the power plant are a180 ezpremed by the 8ame dimentionlesk
ratios and the losse8 are included in the performance of the

compressor.
The performance of a mechanically driren, m“ng[e-stage

compressor in relation to the performance of a conrenti”onal
air-cooled engine operating at sea-lerel conditions h presented
a~ an example of the application of the method.

INTRODUCTION

One of the principal problems in waluating the perform-
ance of aircraft power plants for a given ahitude is deter-
mining the performance of the compressor system in relation
to that of the power section when the curves describing the
performance.of each have been separately estabIiahecL The
problem is illustrated by the rektion betvwen the perform-
ance of a reciprocating engine and that of a mechanically
driven, single-stage compressor. For a given altitude,
engine speed, and fuel-air ratio, the weight flow of charge air
consumed by the engine is a function of the manifold pressure
and temperature. The manifold pressure and temperature,
however, depend on the pressure and the temperature
developed by the compressor and are therefore functions of
the idet conditions, the speed, and the weight flow of charge
air through the compressor.

An exact solution to this problem can be obtained by
tedious triakmd-error calculations. When the compressor
speed and the pressure and the temperature at the com-
pressor inIet me known, the pressure and the temperature
at the manifold of the engine can be calculated from an
assumed vieight flow of charge air and the curves describing
the performance of the compressor. The resulting weight

flow of charge air consumed by the en=tie can then be found
from the calculated manifoId pressure and temperature and
the curves representing the performance of the engine. If
this weight flow of charge air does not agree with the as-
sumed -due, the procedure must be repeated until the
calculated weight flow of charge air equals that assumed.
This solution is further complicated when pressure and tem-
perature changes occur between the compressor outlet and
the engine manifold.

A more convenient method that. prcrridcs a rapid means
of reIating the performance of a compressor s-y-stemto that
of a power section is presented herein. This method is
based on the premise that compresso~ and power sections
are essentially flow devices and are susceptible to a common
dimensional anaIysis. If the eflects of heat transfer and
viscosity are neglected, a relation may be shown to esiat
among the pressure ratio across any component, the Mach
number of the flow, and the ratio of a characteristic speed
of the component to the speed of sound at some point.

The complete solution of the probIem requires the con-
sideration of the pressure and temperature changes in the
ducts connecting the components of a power plant. When
heat. transfer and viscosity are neglected, the pressure
changes in a duct are a function of the Mach number of the
flow and the effects of these changes can be incorporated by
appropriately modifying the performance curves of either
the compressor system or the power section. When heat
transfer occurs in the ducts, the additional preswre and
temperature changes are a function of the Mach number
of the ffovr and the ratio of the heat transferred to the heat
cont+nt of the charge air. For any gi~en value of this heat
ratio, if viscosity is negIected, the curves obtained -without
the effect of heat transfer may be corrected to include this
effect. A reference point can be so chosen that the per-
formance of the component upstream of this reference point
is given by curves of pressure ratio against Nach number
for various values of the ratio of the characteristic speed
of the compressor to the speed of sound; the performance of
the component downstream of the reference point is given
by cu.rv& of pressure ratio against Mach number for various
vaIues of the ratio of the chamct eristic speed of the power
section to the speed of sound.
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SYMBOLS

area, square feet
local speed of sound, feet per secoud
gear ratio
characteristic dimension, feet
impeller or rotor dimnetw, feet
uccekration of gravity, 32.174 feet per second per

second
factor for conversion of inches of mercury to pounds per

square foot, 70.73
proportionality factors
chftrackristic speed, rpm
impeller or rotor speed, rps .
pressure, inches of mercury absolute.
pressure drop, inches of mercury
volume flow, cubic feet per second
gas constrmt for normal air, 53.50 foot-pounds per

pound ‘1?
speed ratio proportional to ratio of impelle~or rotor tip

speed to speed of sound (ND/@’~
temperature, ‘R
tip speed of impeller o.rrotor, feet per second
velocity of charge air in duct, feet per second
weight flow of charge air, pounds per seconcl
ratio of specific heats for normal air, 1.3947
adiabatic compressor efficiency
aftercooler effectiveness ratio
adiabatic turbine efficiency
ratio of actual stagnation ternperat.ureat inlet to comp-

ressor or turbine and standard NAC!A sea-level
Wmpmature (TL ,/518.4)

density of air, slugs per cubic foot
Subscripts:
* st.atic
t stagnation or total
1 compressor inlet (fig. 1)
~ compressor outlet (fig. 1)
3 power-section inlet (fig. 1)
4 power-section outlet (fig. 1)

DEVELOPMENT OF FUNCTIONS

FLOW DEVICES

When the effects of heat transfer and viscosity are neg-
lected, a dimensional analysis, based on the method
presented in reference 1, shows that the performance of a
flow device can be espreesed by a relation among three
variables that me dimensionless or proportional to dimen-
sionless quantities. The general relation among these
variables may be expressed

(1)

where

P21P1 ratio of pressuresI)ctwcen which device oprrntes
AW/3~ speecl ratio proportional to ratio of chnmrtmistic

speed to speed of sound

Q/@_ “ flow function proportional to J[nch number of
charge-air flow

Inasmuch as a compressor, a rcciprorwting engine, rtnd a
turbine are wscntially flow dcviccs, thu pwformanrw of cnch
can be e-.-pressedby these three quantities.
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(a) Rdpromtlng rmwcr plant with sinuwtogr cornprwwr systcm.
(b) Compremr-turblrm rmwerphnt.

FIGUREI.-Schematic rliograrmof charge-dr rHwssgethrOUghMid dN.17JtPower PIIMS.

Compressor.—T?’hen the performance of w compressor is
~spressed by the varialdes of equation (1), thc dcpcmlvnt
variable becomes the tottil-prmsuro ratio pt,2/pk~ rwross llw
compressor, The speed ratio S is convcnicn[ly cxprusscd as
the quotient of the tip speed U of the impclkr or rolor and
the speed of sound at the inIet of the comprcasor. In order
to eliminate the effec~ of the flow area, it is desirable to
express-the flow function M QJIZ, whcvwQ~is a fictitious
total volume flow (the quotient of tbc mass flow of charge
air and the stagnation density) and 7’~is a stagnation h’m-
perature. The flow function is expressed as n funrtion of
the charge-air flow at the outleL of the compressor to facili-
tate the solution of the over-all problem. The apprmlix
shows that, if the pwforrnance of n compressor can bc
expressed as a unique function of tho load cocffkicnt Q,.Jn
and the speed ratio, it is also a unique function of the flow
function at the outlet of the compressor Ql,Jll~ and the
speed ratio. The derivation of the flow of charge air or
the load coefficient of the compressor is also present.cd.

. .
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The performance curves of typical centrifugal, mi~ed-flow,
and Lsial-ffow compressors are presented in figures 2, 3,”
and 4, respectively, as the YariatiOnof p LZ/p41 with the HOJV

function at the outlet of the compressor Q,J ~JT,2anclin tern=
of the stanclard flow parameter Q&l/~@for various dues of
tk speed ratio. The speed ratio is represented by the
qunntity U/l@ to conform with the standard notation.
These curves were deri~ed from tests made in accordance
with the recornmendations of reference ?. A comparison
of the two sets of curves shows that plotting the performance
of a compressor in terms of the flow function at the outlet

f?LIi3tZ teds to gi-re closer vertical alirwment to the peak
values of the curves.

Conventional power section.-Because the flow function
deptmck on the operating conditions of the engine, Q/ITT
can be e-xpresseclas the dependent ~arinble by rearranging
the tmns in equation (1).

1.0I I t I I I I I I I 1 t I
o 20 w 60 80 loo /20

Carreafed volume flow. Q~& cu ff/mh

ta! Ffos function at outkt.

(bJ Stamkd lfow Psrameter at Ltdet.

FIOUE6 L–PertOrmaQce curres of Wpkl centrl[ugatmmpremnr.

(a) Flow function at outlet.
(b) Standmd Em’ -eter at Met.

FIGLXS 3.—Perform&nw cnrws of t@csl mfsed-ffow mmpressr.

(a) Flow funct!on at ontkt.
(b) Standard flow paratnefw at inter.

FIGCUEA—Performance curvesof typ[ml axfsl-tlowmmrressa
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FIWJEES.—Relation betwwn flow functfon ond pressore ratfo for akooled redproce.ttng
‘ 8k73ft cndne at sea-levelconditions.

The flow function QM/~~ and”the pressur~ratio betweeu
the manifold and the e.xhauatp ,,a/p.,4 are related in figure 5
for several values of the speed ratio AJ/~~ for fin air-cooled
reciprocating engine. For a given engine, the omission of
the constant characteristic dimension D does not alter the
significance of the speed ratio; in this case, the cra.nkahaft
speed in rprn is used as the characteristic speed.

Turbine,—When the variabIes governing the performance
of a flow device are applied to the performance.of a turbine,
equation 0 ) mfiy he written

(3)

where the subscripts 3 rmcl4 denote the inlet and the outlet
of the turbine, respectively, as shown in figure 1 (b).

The speed ratio iVD/~~ of a turbine can be expressed by
the.quantity N/~~ Inasmuch as the efficiency of operation
is not readily obtained from a plot of the variation of Q,/~z
with y L8/j%,4 for various values of N/~~ the variation of the
turbine efficiency T, (based on the over-al.I pressure ratio)

with p ~Jpt,4for given values of iV/~19may Lc inch.dcd to
cIarify the performance characteristics. Tlwso tWO@S Cflll

be conveniently combined to ShOWthe pwformnncc of L
conventional exhaust-gas impulse turbine by using the varin-
tion of the pressure ratio as a common ordinate. (fig. C).

CORRECTIONS FOR LOSSES IX CONNECTJh’G DIWTS

The effects of lossesin the ducts connecting [be components
of a power plant expressed in terms of the flow func~ion crm
be incorporated iu the p&formancc of the comprwsor, which,
in effe@j converts the actual compressor and duct into an
equivalent compressor in which no additional losses occur.

Pressure drop.—When the temperature in the duct con-
necting the compressor to the povn+rsection remains consl ant
but a pressure drop occurs, the loss in st~gnfition prmsuru
can be expressed .

Apl=kl ~:z (4)

where ~’9is the velocity of the charge air at the inlet to the
duct. inasmuch as the temperature rgm~ins llxe[i, thl?
velocity is proportional to the Jhwh numbur of the [low aL
the same point. The ffow function, however, is also rclakd
to th~ Mach number of the flow at the inkt to the CIUCLwith
the result that, in terms of the flow function find thu stag-
nation pressure at the inlet of the connecting duct} cqu~t.iou

where, for a first approx;rnation, the
assumed constant for a given duct.

(5)

vahe of k~ can h

FIGURE6.—Perfonmmc8chamctcrfstkaof exhaust-ginlm@sa hxhkir.
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When the pressure drop in a connecting duct is included
in the performance of a compressor, the outlet of this duct
is coincident -with the inlet of the power section, and the
over-all pressure ratio between this point and tbe inlet of the
compressor can be found from “

(6)

The flow function must now be adjusted for the pressure
drop between the same points to complete the convemion of
the performance of the compressor.. When the efkts of
heat transfer are negligible, the temperature ratio across the
duct is unity and the flow function at the outlet of the duct
can be evaluated from that at. the outlet of the compressor
by the reIation

Heat transfer.-In many power-plant installations, heat
transfer in the comecting ducts cannot be ignored because of
charge-air coders or, in the case of compressor-turbine power
p~ants, combustion. ~ first approximation of the effect of heat
transfer through a charge-air cooler can be.obtained from the
effectiveness ratio TCof the cooler. The temperature ratio
across the cooler resulting from the loss of heat to the coolant
can then be espresaed

T, ~ Tcl
-J=l-%+%~2To (8)

and the over-au temperature ratio of the compressor including
the effect of the heat transfer in the cooler can be found from

%=%”’(%-’)
(9)

The pressure ratio across the compressor and the cooler can be
determined from an e.spreesion similar ta equation (7), and
the flow function at the inlet to thepowersection can be found
by substituting the value of the temperature ratio across the
cooler in equation (14) of the appendh

Lwhere the correction for the pressure drop incIudee that
through the cooIer and all the ducting between the outIet of
the compressor and the inlet to the power section. F~ge 7
shows the results of appl-ying the corrections of equations (6)
and (10] to the variables governing the performance of a
centrifugal compressor. Limes connecting the points where
the adiabatic efficiency is 90, 95, and 100 percent of the
ma.xirnumvalue for each speed ratio’are also shown. For these
curves, the values of k~ and q, from equation (10) were
assumed to be 0.015 and 0.45, respectively.
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Flaw funciian, &j@2

(a)?hperfmente.fperfwmmcc
(b) Performance corrected for prewure and temyratum changes thmagb aftermok,

tl. O.01*Ir*0.45.
FIG~E 7.—ComIXW&JZIofexperfmentaf perfo~ Ofc2uhifu@ eorqesw;and IWrfOITB-

‘nee cmreeted for ~ and t’muerature CkWR2 ttmoWb aft-k.

The effects of heat. transfer are great~y increased by the
combustion of fuel in the burners located between the two
units in a power plant composed of a. compr-r and a
turbine. Although the change in temperature “is the prin-
cipal effect of heat trankfer, a change in pressure also occurs,
but it is beyond the scope of this report to ewduute the
factors governing this change in pressure. When the ~aria-
tions of pressure and temperature are eetabIished, however,
the procedures previously outlined may be directly applied
ta the problem.

APPLICATION OF FUNCTIONS

The general description of the performance of the com-
pressor h“ relation to that of the power section can be
rapidly detemined when the pressure ratio of each com-
ponent has been established in terms of the flow function
at a common reference point between them.
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The performance of a compressor in relation to that of a
power section cim be analyzed by superimposing the curves
as shown in figure 8. The perfonmmce of the power section
is represented by the solid curves, which indicate the variat-
ion of the pressure ratio p,,3/pt,l with the flow function

QLS/~~ for Comtant values of N/~. These curves
are simiIar to the curves of figure 5, which show the per-
formance of an air-cooled engine at sea-level conditions.
The performance of a centrifugal compressor including the
effects of an aftercooler (~. 7 (b)) is shown by the dashed
curves, Also shown are lines of constant percentage of

6gure 8 (a), The compressor opcmtcs at or mmr 100 prrccmt
of maximum adiabatic efficiency at an approximate value of
N/l~ of 73.92 for the engine and for pressure ratios
between 1.50 and 2.47. The compressor, howcvm} will not
deveIop pressureratios greater than 2.48 and will not opcrntc
efficieiitly at engin,e speed ‘ratios much gimter thall 73,92.
EfFicieut operatiori from k compressor at engine speed
ratios greater than about 78.must INSobtained by inrrcasing
the capacity of the compressor; moreover, if prcesure ratios
greater than 2.47 are” required} a second compruewr is
needed.

(E) Compresor pcrformrmmfor corrskmttiues of U/+. (b) Comfmxwr performnnczfor constantvafl!m of hrIf/ ,~i: B=lS.62.

FIGtiEE.S.-Performanse of centrifugal sompremr in rektton to that of air-crmkdreclprrdtrrg engineat wa-level mndil IOf15.

maximum adiabatic efficiency for the comprewor. III a
practical analysis, the increase in pressure and temperature
clue to mm at the inlet to the compressor would be charged
to the performance of the compressor. The pressure ratio
across the compressor and the cooler would therefore be the
samo as that across the engine and the effect of the after-
cooler would be more indicative of actual flight conditions
at a given altitude, For the present purposes, however, the
effects of ram have been neglected.

A general description of the relation between the perform-
ance of the compressor and that of the engine is presented in

A more dctaikd analysis can bc made by cusprcssil~gthe
performance of thu compressor in terms of constnnLvalues of
NBJ1~ when the compressor is showu to satisfy the
general requirements of the cngirw. (SCOfig. 8 (b).) Fur
this particular caec, which involved the cmnbinml prrforLu-
ance of a compressor and an nftercookr, the wJuc of
iVB/~ WM founcl from equation (9) ml the rdation
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The performance of each component in terms of variabIes
common to both is shown in f@re 8 (b), -ivhenthe perform-
ance of the compressor is represented by curves of constant
NB/3~. The gear ratio required to drive the com-
pressor is given by the ratio of the ~alues of iVB[l~ for
the compressor and of N/#~ for the engine at the inter-
section of the curves representing constant -dues of these
quantities The variation of the performance of the com-
pressor can therefore be examined. for a given gear ratio and
various values of .iyrl%~ for the engine. This Tariat.ion is
shown for an arbitrary gear ratio of 1352. !t!he heavy solid
line E-F shows the change in the performance of the com-
pressor as the speed ratio of the engine is reduced from 82.08
to 58.56. The compressor develops a pressure ratio of
approximately 2.10 at 100 percent of masimum ef%ciency
when the engine is operating at a speed ratio of about 75.55.
Additional lines of constant gear ratio may be added to
indicate the performance of the compressor for various
operating conditions of the engine.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The method presented for obtaining the relat.ive perform-
ance of a compressor system for a specitled aItitude derives
its advantage from the use of three variables-the flow
function, the speed ratio, and the total-pressure ratio-which
not only define the performance of a compressor but also
that of a power section. ~ reference point can be established
to malie the values of these variables representing a given
operating point of the compressor equal to those of the corre-
sponding vm-iables defining an operating point of the power
section. This procedure alIows the use of a composite plot
that clearly shows the performance of the compressor in
relation to that of the power section.

Pressure and temperature changes occurring in the ducts
connecting the compr~sor and the power section can also
be expressed as functions of these same variables and included
in the performance of the compressor. b addition, the use
of these three variables to defie the performance of a com-
pressor facilitates the use of the characteristic curves and
restits in closer vertical aKnementof the peaks of the curves.

hRCRAFT ENGINERFXEARCHLABORATORY,
hTATION~LADVISOEYCOMM~EE FORA~RO~-~UTIcS,

CLEVELAND,Oreo, Norember 15, 1946.

APPENDIX

RELATIONS AMONG Q/l~ W, AND Q/n

The flow function Q,/l~, can be expressed as a function
of either the weight flow of charge air or the load coeIEcient
Q.,dnad the speed ratio S of th~ compressor. Inasmuch
as the weight flow of charge air between the inlet and the
outIet of a power plant is nearly constant, the flow function
at any point in the system must depend on the weight flow

S43107+G9

of charge air in order to maintain continuity. This relation -.—
can be derived from the statement that

PflQt=~
from which

(11)

When the compressor load coefficient Q,Jn and the speed
ratio S are given, an expression for a flow function is

(12)

If the performance of a compressor is uniquely determined
by the variabks QJn and S, it is therefore also uniquely
determined by the variabk Q,,JGand S.

In order to avoid the effect of changes in flow area on the
actual volume flow, it is &quently conmmient in engine
analysis to use the stagnation temperature Tt.l together with
the fictitious volume flow Qkl, which is the quotient of the
mass flow and the total density. The flow function at the
inlet QGJWI can be derived from Q,J- by use of the
general energy equation and the adiabatic relations between
the temperatures and the densities for static ancl stagnation
conditions at the compressor inlet. These expressions cart
be combined and simplified to obtain

The flow function at the outIet of the compressor Qt,J~
may also be used with S to define the performance of the
compressor. This function can be found from Q,,,/l~ by
means of the perfect gas Iaw and is expressed

(14)

Substitution of equations (12) and (13) in equation (14)
resuIt9 in

Inasmuch as pk~p t,l and Tu/Tk, are functions of Q,.*/n
and S, the value of Q&J~ is also a- function of &k/n.
If the performance of a compress-oris a unique function of
Q,Jn and S, it is therefore a unique function of Q,,,/l~ and
S for a given compressor.
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